EdgeWAF Web Application Firewall

Advanced Layer 7 protection and security for your web-based applications.

Incorporating industry leading, hardened firewall technology, the Edgenexus EdgeWAF runs at the application layer to fill the security gap that traditional firewalls mostly fail to address.

Common features:

- Eliminate application vulnerabilities
- Satisfy PCI-DSS and OWASP application firewall requirements
- Using containerisation technology to isolate each application firewall instance
- Complete rules engine providing white and black listing
- Comprehensive logging and reporting
- Can be used to run multiple applications or implement a multi-layered security architecture
- Fast and easy to deploy and configure
- Available for all EdgeADC implementations
- Free Trial Available - Contact Sales

Contact us about EdgeWAF today!

In the UK: 0808 1645876
In the USA: (866) 376-0175
or email us: hello@edgenexus.io

www.edgenexus.io
How Do I Deploy the EdgeWAF Solution?

The EdgeWAF solution runs as an integrated, containerised application on the Edgenexus EdgeADC, in a secure environment.

Web application firewalls have traditionally been complex to configure, but Edgenexus simplifies this, offering an easy-to-use, intuitive GUI.

Can I evaluate the EdgeWAF?

Evaluating the EdgeWAF addon is simple and quick. You can directly import it into the EdgeADC using the interactive App Store, or talk to one of our sales or support team members, and they will be happy to assist you in an evaluation or demonstration.
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